
Signal for the chains with two arms motioning the L to bring in the chains. 
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FOCUS ON MECHANICS ....Looking to see if a measurement is warranted 
 
If we need to perform an administrative task, we need to stop the clock.  Looking to see if a 
measurement is warranted is an administrative task. 
 
The best practice is to have the LJ stop the clock if he thinks it is close enough for the R to take a 
look.  Then close in to the ball and get it spotted correctly.  Remember the line judge is the only 
official who will always have the ball between him and the forward stakes.  Progress is our most 
important product and in cases like this the LJ is our top producer.  He must always be on top of 
these plays.  He must know before the snap where the LTG is and recognize when it is being 
threatened.   
 
LJ's should verbalize to their Referee that they are "Close" or maybe "Take a look."  The 
standard should be within the length of a ball either long or short.  LJ's simply need to be good 
enough to make that judgment.  If is obviously short LJ's aren't going to stop the clock.  If it is 
obviously long and good for a first down then LJ's will stop the clock give a verbal signal as such 
to the Referee.  A subtle visual signal might accompany the verbal as well.  Maybe a two fingered 
arrow pointing up field on the LJ's chest. The referee need not come to look if it is obviously a first 
down.  The LJ makes that determination.  If there is uncertainty in the mind of the LJ then have 
the Referee take a look. 
 
When the play ends close to the line to gain our wing officials will want to show some urgency.  
They will want to close hard to the ball and get it spotted on the ground in a timely manner.  They 
should use their voice so the whole crew knows that we are going to commit homicide on the 
clock and take a closer look at the ball in relation to the line to gain.  On a close spot like this we 
want to demonstrate to players, coaches and fans that we understand that this is an important 
decision in the game and we want to show some hustle and energy in doing so. 
 
If the R looks at it and can affirmatively determine it is short, he simply indicates the next down 
and winds the clock, He then declares it RFP when the U gets it spotted (if necessary). If the R 
decides a measurement is warranted he will use a predetermined signal to let the H know to bring 
in the chains.  If it is clearly a first down, the R signals first down, L moves the chains, U spots the 
ball, R declares RFP, winds the clock.  Many R's use the wind as the ready.   
 
We have seen R's try to determine whether a measurement is needed when standing between 
the ball and the line to gain stake, looking alternately at the ball and then the stake.  The R needs 
to be on the LJ's side of the ball where he can see both the ball and and the stake at the same 
time. 
 
  
 

 
 


